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Abstract
The objective ofthis researchis to demonstratea practical approachto balanceand synchronizea
monitor assemblyline which is characterizedby severalmanufacturing constraints. The constraintsas
such could lower production rates ofthe line ifthey are not consideredas integratedparts ofthe whole
system.The researchbegins with manufacturingconstraintanalysisto identifr which one has the most
impact and govems the productivity of the line. The output of the analysisis then used for comparing
the efficiency betweensingle-model assemblyline balancing and multi-model assemblyline balancing
approaches. In addition, the algorithms to balance the line, i.e. COMSOAL and the current factory
method, are compared. The research enquiry is investigated by computer simulation. An
experimental design with 3 factors, namely line balancing methods, line balancing algorithms, and
conveyor speeds,are conductedto evaluatethe significanceofthe factors measuredby the number of
stations,line efficiency, output, and throughput time. It is found that the number of stationsused in
the multi-model assemblyline balancing is less than the single-modelone. In addition, the line
balancing methods and line balancing algorithms provide significant enhancementsto line efficiency,
output, and throughput time. The multi-model assemblyline balancing combined with COMSOAL
method contributesto higher line efficiency, higher output, and less throughput time. Moreover, the
conveyor speedsonly influence the throughput time, without any impact on line efficiency and output.
Key words: Multi-model line-balancing,Computersimulation.
assembly line include: (l)
Precedence
relationships; (2) The number of workstations
cannot be less than the number oftasks and the
minimum number of workstations is one; (3)
The cycle time must be greater than or equal to
the maximum of any workstation time and the
In other words, the
time of any task.
workstation time must not exceed the cycle
time.
The ALB problems can be broadly
classified into 2 categories:single model line
balancing(SMLB) and multi/mixed model line
balancing(MMLB). The SMLB is the classical
and simplestform of the ALB problems. This
version assumes dedicated, single-model
assembly lines where task times can be
deterministically or stochastically obtained, and
a performance measure is to be optimized. In
version assumes
contrast, the MMLB
deterministic oi stochastic task times, but the

1. Introduction
An assembly line comprises a finite set of
work elements sometimes called tasks. Each
task is characterizedby an operation processing
time and a set of precedence relationships,
which speciff the allowable orderings of the
tasks. Assembly line balancing (ALB) is the
process of allocating a group of tasks to be
performed on an ordered sequence of
workstations in such a manner that all
workstations have approximately an equal
amount of assignedworkload to optimize some
measuresof performance, e.g. minimize the
number of workstations,minimize cycle time,
minimize the balance delay, or optimize the
combination of the aforementioned objectives,
without violating precedencerelationships.
Typical constraintsthat must be considered
while attempting to group tasks and allocate
them to each workstation when designing the
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assembly line is allowed to produce multiple
products. In multi-model lines, fwo or more
products are assembled separately in batches,
whereas in mixed-model lines, single units of
different models can be producedin any order or
mix to the line. However. when batch size is
one, the two definitions are overlapped. As a
result, it is appropriate to consider both types
within a single broad category,i.e. multi-model
lines.
Thomopoulos[10] developsthe adaptation
of single model line balancing techniquesto
solve the multi/mixed model line balancing
problem. They modiS the Kilbridge and
Wester's heuristic [6] to consider the total
schedule for a whole shift and assign tasks to
operatorson a shift basis insteadof cycle-time.
For sequencing,the procedure is based on the
penalty costs of inefficiency resulting from
model sequencing.
(Computer Method of
COMSOAL
SequencingOperationsfor AssemblyLines) is a
computer heuristic originally being a solution
approachfor the ALB problem []. It can be
used to generatea feasible solution to resource
allocation problems for each iteration. After
repeatedly running COMSOAL, it results in
many feasiblesolutionsfrom which the best is
chosen.
Many researchers indicate that
COMSOAL is a viable methodto solveresource
allocation problems when compared to the
results from several well-known resource
allocation algorithms. In some cases,optimal
solutions can also be found [3, 8]. A more
comprehensive
review can be seenin [5].
It is easy to notice that organizing the
assembly line based solely on the results of
COMSOAL may causenegativeimpactsto the
line performances,especially where automated
material handling systems with limited buffer
spacesare used. As a result, there is a need for a
tool that can verifu whether or not the designec
line is appropriate.Computersimulationis one
of the tools that can be employedto identif, any
possibleoperationsproblem of complexsystems
before conducting actual implementation [9].
Hence,this approachis adaptedin the research.
In this paper, the multi-model line
balancingand COMSOAL are used to improve
the efficiency of assemblyline balancingof a
monitor manufacturing company. Simulation
and experimental designs are conducted to
identify significant factors affecting the
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performances of the system.
Suitable
parameterssetting is the outcome of response
surfaceanalysis[4].
2. Company Profile
In recent years, changesin technology and
customer's need has resulted in the demand of
new products with high variety in terms of
appearance,functionality, price, etc. To survive,
manufacturershave to develop production lines
that can support the production of various
products simultaneously. The company in this
casestudy has a similar problem of this kind. Its
products are various models of monitors, typed
thin film transistor liquid crystal display (TFT
LCD). Each model of monitor has different sets
of tasks and precedencerelationships.
The current approachof ALB exercisedby
the company is as follows. Whenevera new
product is introduced, a process engineer
attempts to balance the line by his own
experience. The information used to allocate
tasks to workstations includes precedence
relationshipand cycle time. The efficiency of
the assemblyline is evaluatedand adjustedby
trial and error through manufacturing pilot lots.
It is clear that intemrption of the line is
inevitable and the solution tends to be far from
optimum.
In addition,the companyappliesthe singlemodel assemblyline concept. Hence, whenever
there is a changein the model, the whole line
has to stop to adjust the number of workers and
change some equipment. The foreman has to
prepare assembly work instructions and discuss
then with the workers. During model changing,
if a shortageof manpower occurs, the foreman
will be put in the positionsof thoseneeded. On
the other hand, if the number of workers is too
many and the foreman cannot find any job for
them, they will be idle for such period. While
adding in or pulling out workers and some
equipment from the line, line stoppage is
unavoidable.
The LCD monitor has to be produced
through 3 main sub-assembly lines, i.e.
functions keyboard, interface board, and panel
assembly lines. The study is focused on 3
models, namely Ll, L2, and L3, since they
cover more than 80% of the company's sales
revenue.
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3. Methodology
The research starts from the comparison
between single-model and multi-model ALB
techniquesby using the current factory method
and COMSOAL. For single-model assembly
lines, after completion of each model, major
machine and operator setups are required.
Precedence diagram, task time, and desired
output rate are basic information needed for
conducting ALB.
In multi-modelassemblylines,two or more
products are separately assembled in batches
without changesin the number of operatorsand
equipments during model changing' Multimodel ALB is the modification of single-model
one with the following assumptions: (l)
Planning horizon is a shift and task-to-operator
assignmentis performed on a shift basis rather
than on cycle-time; (2) Task time is replacedby
the total time needed for the tasks to complete
all models; and (3) Overall precedencediagram
is the combination of each model's precedence
diagram. Real data is collected from the
factory's floor and used as inputs for both
single-model and multi-model ALB by applying
the current factory method COMSOAL. After
obtaining preliminary results, line balancing
efficiency is improved by employing the trade
and transfer method [7].
As mentioned earlier, line balancing can be
used to analyzethe assemblyline subject to the
number of stations and idle time. However, the
status of the handling system, e.g. conveyor
speedsor buffer space, cannot be analyzed by
ALB. Simulation is the processof designing
and creating a computerized model of a real or
proposed system for the purpose of conducting
numerical experiments to give a better
understandingof the behavior of the system for
a given set of conditions. Therefore, simulation
is introduced to study the impact of the handling
system arrd analyze the efficiency of the
assemblyline after solving ALB problems.
To simulate the system,input data has to be
identified and collected. For this problem, it is
clear that the operations of the workers are the
main input of the LCD monitor assembly lines
that cause variability in task time. Therefore,
Input Analyzer of ARENA is used to fit a
number of distributions to the real data and
select the most appropriate one, measured by
Chi-squareand Kolmogorov-Smimovgoodnessof-fit tests. After that the simulation model of

the real assembly line is developed based on
such inputs. The next step is to verif that the
model behaves in the way that it is intended
accordingto the modeling assumptionsmade for
raising an acceptablelevel ofuser's confidence.
Many featuresof ARENA are utilized to veriff
the models, e.g. graphical animation and many
commands in Run Controller such as TRACE
and STEP. Finally, validation which is the
process of ensuring that the model behaves
similar to the real system, is employed.
Statistics (pair-t test) is used to test whether or
not the outcomes from the model and the real
systemare identical at the acceptablelevel.
The LCD monitor assembly line is a nonterminating system since any incomplete
operation will be carried over to the production
in the next day. As a result, data regarding the
wann-up period is required from pilot runs to
identifu the steady state ofthe system to reduce
initial condition bias. Also, suitable simulation
run length and batch size have to be identified
by using the Output Analyzer of ARENA. It
divides data into groups approximately
independent of each other and is suitable for
calculating a confidence interval of the mean,
Having done all these, the developed model is
good enough to answer any inquiry related to
ALB problems.
4. Assembly Line Analysis
Assembly line analysis is the process of
identifuing factors and their levels that have
significant impacts to the efficiency of the
assemblyline by considering both hard and soft
constraints of the line incorporating the design
of experiments. The first two factors of interest
include (l) types of ALB (single- or multimodel ALB) and (2) methods of ALB (factory
These factors are
method or COMSOAL).
important since the management expects that
appropriate types and methods of ALB can
improve the efficiency of the line.
After ALB is solved, another factor which
needed much consideration is conveyor speed.
This can be considered as a soft or hard
constraint of the assembly line since it is
adjustable (soft) but within a predefined limit
(hard). In function keyboard, interface board,
and panel assembly lines, there are several
sectionsofconveyors. Although each section is
independentof one another,unsuitableconveyor
speed settings will result in problems in the
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assemblyline, e.g.too slow conveyorspeedmay
causeoperatorsto wait for a new work piece:
whereas too fast conveyor speed may cause
printed circuit boards (PCB) jam and damage
from bumping of carriers (pallets). Therefore,
adjustingconveyor speedsto synchronizewith
one anotherwithout violating any constraintin
the assemblyline is crucial.
Technically, conveyor speed is very
importantfor PCB when moving past the solder
wave machine. Too fast conveyor speedwill
cause difficulty for liquid solder to attach on
PCB; whereas,too slow may burn PCB. This
limitation is consideredas a hard constraint.
Two to three secondsis the most suitabletime
for PCB to be in the solder wave machine as
recommendedby the machine manufacturer.
Another hard constraintof conveyorspeedis in

9 A A

the panel assemblyline. Conveyor speedalso
affects the time in the burn-in process(the last
processbeforefunctionaltest and white balance
checking process) which requires at least 90
minutesto warm the panel.
To analyze 3 assembly lines of LCD
monitor production,the level of conveyorspeed
is assignedby analyzingeachconveyorsection,
and then the results of initial simulation
outcomes plus reasonable conveyor speeds
given by the processengineerare consideredas
follows:
1. Function keyboard assembly line and
interfaceboard assemblyline consistof a 5
sub assemblyconveyor as shown in Figure
l:

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
t T T I T T t' . t . - . . . , . - 9

I-.I-"T"

Figure l. Functionkeyboardassemblyline and interfaceboardassemblyline
Figure 2. The conveyorspeedrecommended
by processengineercan be used in the real
production.

1" conveyor section: Section of material
insertion,e.g. diode, resister,and capacitor,
which is performed by workers as shown in

Figure 2. l"t conveyorsection(materialinsertionprocess)
.

2nd conveyor section: Pre-solder wave
section, a buffer conveyor before soldering
processin the solder wave machine,allows
a maximum of 6 PCBs on the conveyor as
shown in Figure 3. The speed of this
conveyor is calculated so that it can
s y n c h r o n i zw
e ith the I'' and 3'dconveyor
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sections. Requiredinformation includes 1"
and 3'd conveyor speeds, length of 2nd
conveyor, and size of PCB buffer. In
addition,it has to considerthe PCB pre-heat
time before startingthe solderingprocessin
the solder wave machine. This time is
requiredto improve the quality of soldering.
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Figure 3. 2"dconveyorsection(Pre-solderwave section)
3'd conveyor section:This conveyorsection
is in the solder wave machine.
The
manufacturer recommends that 2 * 3
seconds(not more or less) is needed for
liquid solderto attachto a PCB firmly. As a
result,the conveyorspeedis set by dividing
the length of conveyor by the time in the
solderwave machine(2-3 seconds).
4'n conveyor section: Post-solder wave
section,which is anotherbuffer of the line
located at the end of the solder wave
machine. lt allows a maximum of 3 PCBs.
This sectionof the conveyoris examinedin

.

the sameway as the 2"dconveyor'ssection.
In addition, the constraintof this sectionis
that the conveyorspeedmust not be too fast
in order to cool down the temperatureof the
PCBs after passingthe solderingprocess.
5thconveyorsection:This sectionconsistsof
solder inspection, function test, and final
assembly,which is performedby workersas
shown in Figure 4. The conveyor speed
recommended
by the processengineercan
be usedin the real productionsystem.

Figure 4. 5thconveyorsection(solderinspectionprocess)
2.

Panel assembly line consists of 3 subassemblyconveyorsas shownin Figure5:

a a aa

a a a Q a a 0 0 0 0 0 0
".^I_
":_J*T_ _

T T T _r-J ."r__T="1:
*I*T "I.:
-------|
Conveyor 1
i ------->
tr*_-__1

:*:-_

+-

Burn-In

ConveYor3

Burn-In .]

a a a 9 9 a Q a a a Q a 0 a 0 0

TTTTTTTTTTTITTTT
Figure 5. Panelassemblyline
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l"' conveyor section: Section of pre-panel
assembly and panel assembly which is
performed by workers as shown in Figure

6. The conveyorspeedrecommendedby the
process engineer can be used in the real
production.

Figure 6. l" conveyorsection(panelassemblyprocess)
times of 5,400 seconds at mrnlmum as
shownin Figure7.

2ndconveyor section: This conveyor section
is the burn-in process which requires burn-in

Figure 7.2"d conveyorsection(burn-inprocess)
3'o conveyor section: Section of panel
function test and visual inspectionwhich is
performed by workers as shown in Figure 8.

The conveyor speed recommendedby the
process engineer can be used in the real
production.

Figure 8. 3'd conveyorsection(panelfunctiontestprocess)
From the above physical and technical
constraints,the factors and their levels used to

conduct the design of
summarizedin Table 1.
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experiments
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Table 1. Factorsand levels of factor consideredfor the 94pg4m9q!q[
Factor Level
Factor

Function Keyboard

lnterface Board

Panel

Line balancingmethod(B)

multi-model (m) and
sinsle-model(s)
COMSOAL (c) and
factorv method (p)

multi-model(m) and
(s)
sinele-model

multi-model(m) and
(s)
sinsle-model
COMSOAL(c) and
factorvmethod(p)

Conveyor speedsection1 (C)

1 5 ,t 6, t 7 , l 8

Conveyorspeedsection2 (D)

5,6,7,8

5,6,7,8

5,6,7

Conveyor speedsection3 (E)

1 4 ,1 5 ,1 6 ,1 7 ,1 8

1 4 ,1 5 ,1 6 ,1 7 ,1 8

1 3 ,1 4 ,1 5 ,1 6

6,7,8,9
1 5 ,t 6 ,1 7 ,1 8

6,7,8,9
1 5 ,1 6 ,t 7 .l 8

Line balancing type (A)

Conveyorspeedsection4 (F)
Conveyorspeedsection5 (G)
veyor speed

COMSOAL (c) and
factorv method (o)
l 5

1 3 ,1 4 ,1 5 ,1 6

1 6 ,t 7 , l 8

'er per second
measured in cenlime

o ALB Results
In LCD monitor production, it is given that
one workstation is occupied by one worker. The
number of workstations resulting from ALB is
shownin Table 2.

5. Results
The result can be shown in 2 different
scenarioswhich are the results from ALB and
the resultsfrom the experimentaldesigns.

Table 2. The number of workstations from ALB
Numberof Workstations
Factorymethod

COMSOAL
AssemblyLine
Multimodel

Single-model

Multimodel

LI

L2

L3

2l

19

23

23

21

)',

20

l8

21

J)

20

26

25

22

25

26

25

2 3+ 2 2 + 2 6 = 7 1

66

23+22+26:71

66

L3

L1

L2

FunctionKeyboard

2l

23

?1

Interface Board

l8

20

Panel

22

25

Total

Single-model

By applying COMSOAL to single-model
ALB, the function keyboard assembly line of
model Ll requires21 workstations. This means
that 21 workers are required to complete the
assemblyprocess. Similarly, model L2 requires
23 workstations (23 workers) and model L3
requires 23 workstations (23 workers)
respectively. Therefore the supervisorhas to
provide enough manpower at the maximum
quantity, i.e. 23 workers. Likewise, for the
interfaceboardassemblyline, the supervisorhas
to provide 22 workers (max [18, 20, 22)).
Finally, the panel assembly line requires 26
workers(max f22, 25, 26]). Therefore,the total
number of workers required in LCD monitor
assemblyfor all product models is 7l workers
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(23+22+26)for single-modelALB. It is found
that the current factory line balancing method
gives the same number of required manpower
(71 workers).
For multi-modelALB, it is found that only
66 workers are required to produce LCD
monitors for all product models for both
COMSOAL and the current factory ALB
method. Although COMSOAL and factory
ALB method gives the sameresult, the company
is recommendedto use COMSOAL since it is a
systematic approach and not dependent on
knowledge of the planner. In addition, when
other tested cases are investigated by the
company, it is found that COMSOAL is often
correct. In comparison,it is clear that multi-
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model ALB gives a betterresultthan the singlemodel one in terms of numberof work stations
and manpowerrequirement.The differenceof 5
workstations (5 workers) causes substantially
decreasedlabgr cost. Moreover, setup time is
reduced according to no major change in
manpower and equipment which increasesthe
efficiencyof the assemblyline.
o Experimental Design Results
The resultsfrom the designof experiments
are analyzed through 3 factors, i.e. line
balancing methods, line balancing types, and
conveyorspeeds.The significanceofthe factors
is evaluated by considering line efficiency,

output, and throughput time.
From pilot
simulation conducted during the analysis of
assembly line, conveyor speeds show no
significanceto line efficiency and output. As a
result, conveyor speeds are not taken into
consideration further for these measures of
performances. Only line balancing types and
methods are considered in the design of
experimentsin order to find suitable levels of
factors that can improve line efficiency and
output. The results from the study show that
multi-model assembly line balancing with
COMSOAL gives the best solutionsin terms of
line efficiency and output compared with the
othermethodsfor all assemblylines(Table3).

Table
a
3. Li ne fficilenc

AssemblyLine

Multi-modelwith
COMSOAL
Line
Output
F,fficiencv

Function
Kevboard
Interface Board
Panel

nd ou

Multi-model with
factory method

Single-modelwith
COMSOAL

Single-modelwith
factory method

Line
Line
Line
Output
Output
Efficiencv
Efficiencv
Efficiencv

Output

0.8169

1,334

0.73s3

|,307

0.7747

I,288

0.7036

1,240

0.8414
0.8654

1,333
1 . 31 4

0.8168
0.8423

t,293
1.298

0.7497
0.8343

1.290
1 . 2 |7

0.7160
0.8216

1.253
t,192

For throughputtime, the factor in enquiry
of function keyboardassemblyline and interface
board assemblyline contain 7 factors and for
panel assemblyline contains5 factorsas shown
in Table l. Since the number of factorsis high,
the investigation ,of throughput time is
conductedthrough 2* factorial design,which is
the most efficient method when the number of'
factors is high. In 2k factorial design, each
factor has only fwo levels (maximum and
minimum values of the factor are selected)that
providethe smallestnumberof runs of k factors
to evaluate a complete factorial design. This
kind of designis widely usedin factor screening
experiments[4]. After initial factor screening,
the significant factors are further processedto
identifu their suitable levels in combinationto
minimize throughputtime. The resultsare quite
similar to those of line efficiency and output in
that multi-model ALB in combination with
To
COMSOAL outperforms the others.
minimize throughput time, conveyor speedfor
eachsectionof the assemblyline hasto be setas
follows (some sectionsthat are not mentioned
can be set arbitrarily since they are not
significant).
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o

o

.

Function key board assembly line: multimodel ALB with COMSOAL: convevor
speed for I'r section.2ndsection,and 5'h
section are 18 cm/sec. 8 cm/sec. and l8
cm/secrespectively.
Interfaceboard assemblyline: multi-model
ALB with COMSOAL; conveyor speedfor
I't section,2ndsection,4th sectionand 5th
sectionare l8 cm/sec.8 cm/sec.9 cm/sec.
and 18 cm/secrespectively.
Panelassemblyline: multi-modelALB with
COMSOAL; conveyorspeedfor 2ndsection
and 3'o sectionare 7 cm/sec.and 16 cm/sec
respectively.

6. Conclusion
From the study of different line balancing
methodologies,it is found that the number of
workstationsused in the multi-model ALB is
less than in the single-modelone. This gives
substantial reduction in labor cost that the
company has to pay.
However, when
implementingthis result to the real assembly
line, some other constraints have to be
considered,
e.g. materialhandlingsystem. It is
found from pilot experimentsthat if material
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handling speedsare not synchronizedwith the
cycle time of the assemblyline, the output rate
dropped substantially. As a result, there is a
need to consider which resource is the
bottleneckof the assemblysystemas a whole,
i.e. worker, conveyor, equipment,etc., and
bottleneckmanagementmust be done properly.
In addition, all recommendedconveyor speeds
must give acceptableprocessingtime in the
solderwave machineand burn-in time. One of
the potentialtools that can be usedto investigate
this issue is computer simulation. The results
from factorial designs indicate that line
balancingmethod and type improve impact line
efficiency, output, and throughput time
The multi-model ALB and
significantly.
COMSOAL contributeto higher line efficiency,
higher output, and lower throughput time.
Moreover, in this system,conveyor speedonly
influencesthe throughputtime. Although multimodel ALB prevails in this study, several
factors have to be consideredin practice,e.g.
operatorskill, quality ofthe products,etc. Other
importantfactorsthat need further investigation
are batch size and sequencingof each product
model. In addition, investmentcost incurredin
modifuing the current single-modelassembly
line to the multi-model one is anotherissuethat
needs consideration from the production
manager. In order to be more responsiveto
smaller batch size, the mixed-model assembly
line requiresfurther investigation.
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